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Portals Will Be A Big Problem
 Your Servers May Have Less Speed (Bandwidth) with the








purchase of your domain name.
To Buy High Bandwidth, you have to Pay More AND still
you have less bandwidth for large data such as biodata of a
candidate with Images, certificate image and licenses.
The data is stored in a remote place and so if you want to
show it when network is not available then you have a
problem.
Portals is only a buzz and not necessary for a recruitment
company.
You CAN build recruitment software with network
capabilities which is NOT a portal and NOT browser based.
An example of such a system is BioBuilder Version 2.5

Why Browser when It Is Slow?
 Unless it is an application such as Orkut or facebook

or yahoo.com, you really don’t need a browser
application.
 What you need is network connected software such
as BioBuilder Version 2.5
 BioBuilder Version 2.5 connects to your Lan and data
gets transferred through network connections, may
it be internet and it is high speed because it executes
in your system and not in a remote server where you
have low space and low memory.
Again, you need browser for Orkut, Facebook or
yahoo like application. NOT FOR RECRUITMENT
application like your company needs.

BioBuilderVersion 2.5 Functioning.

Features of BioBuilderVersion 2.5












Input Screen, the same as the paper form for overseas recruitment companies.
All fields collected for a candidate with heavy validations and automatic fills.
Passport entry duplicate checks to avoid multiple entries.
Experience and interview logs for each candidate.
Search on all the fields such as post applied, qualifications, companies worked,
experience and many other criterias.
.PDF creation of resume with water mark of your company.
Send emails to your clients with attachment to PDF.
Print to any printer with certificates or images of scanned passports with
personal passport size photographs.
View images, zoom in and out.
High speed data entry for re-use of man-power. Identify candidates once and
retain them.
Fulfill client requirement upto the client satisfaction with high speed turn around
time, efficient recruitment process and to the satisfaction of candidates.
……………Because Candidates are important.

Standards
 Screens compliance with required format.
 Government regulations if any can be directly





applied.
Approvals being sought and worked out.
Easy 30 minutes client installation and 30
minutes server installation.
Stand alone versions too.
Cost efficient. Pay once and forget. (Unlike
any other job portal)

Data Entry Service For Recruiters
 We can enter your data. Well trained to use







BioBuilder Version 2.5 software, our high
speed, data entry operators available to enter
your data.
Pay per usage on data entry.
Our free training service.
One year of support services.
Dedicated telephone number for clients and
dedicated support staff available 24x7.

Try Our Installation Then Buy.
 Contact customer_svc@riverlog.com
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